Thinking with Lists

Lecture 8
30 September 2019
Lab 4 solutions won’t be posted until tomorrow

(To allow a student who was sick to finish)

Assignment 1 due now

Example solutions out later today

Assignment 2 out today

Exam 1 next Friday

We’ll have a review session next week
Lists of numbers
Representing an arbitrary number of fish in an aquarium

Here’s a general strategy:

For 0 fish, use '()

If you have a package and a new fish, put them together

To combine many fish, start with '()' and add fish one at a time.
If all we’re interested in representing is how much each fish weighs, an aquarium can be represented as a list of numbers. (Really, it would be a list of non-negative numbers.)
A[ListOfNumbers is either
- '()
- (cons Number ListOfNumbers)

A recursive data definition requires at least one base case and at least one self-reference case.

'() is the base case
(cons Number ListOfNumbers) is the self-reference case (also called the recursive case).
A ListOfNumbers is either

- '()
- (cons Number ListOfNumbers)

A recursive data definition requires at least one base case and at least one self-reference case.

'()' is the base case

(cons Number ListOfNumbers) is the self-reference case (also called the recursive case).
A ListOfNumbers is either
- '()
- (cons Number ListOfNumbers)

A recursive data definition requires at least one base case and at least one self-reference case.

'() is the base case

(cons Number ListOfNumbers) is the self-reference case (also called the recursive case).
For a list of numbers – or any list:

- You can check if the list is empty using the `empty?` predicate
- You can get the `first` element
- You can get the `rest` of the list, which is itself a list
(define L1 (cons "Hello"
             (cons "World" '())))

How can I get the second value in a list, e.g., "World" in L1?

(first (rest L1)) → "World"
A recursive function that goes through a list of numbers

;;;; aq-weight : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;;;; Produce the total weight of fish in lon
(define (aq-weight lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) 0]
        [(cons? lon)
         [+ (first lon)
           (aq-weight (rest lon))])))

(check-expect (aq-weight '()) 0)
(check-expect (aq-weight (cons 5 (cons 2 '()))) (+ 5 2))
A recursive function that goes through a list of numbers

;; aq-weight : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;; Produce the total weight of fish in lon
(define aq-weight lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) 0]
        [(cons? lon)
         (+ (first lon)
           (aq-weight (rest lon)))]))

(check-expect (aq-weight '()) 0)
(check-expect (aq-weight (cons 5 (cons 2 '()))) (+ 5 2))
When writing a recursive function, trust the natural recursion will produce the right result for the rest of the list.

Don’t think “what am I going to do with the rest of the list?”
Think “what am I going to do with the result of the natural recursion?”
Design a function `any-big?` that determines whether any fish in an aquarium weighs at least 10 lbs.
;; any-big? : ListOfNumbers -> Boolean
;; Determine whether lon has any fish >= 10 lbs
(define (any-big? lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) #false]
        [(cons? lon)
         (or (>= (first lon) 10)
             (any-big? (rest lon)))])
)

(check-expect (any-big? '()) #false)
(check-expect (any-big? (cons 5 '())) #false)
(check-expect (any-big? (cons 15 '())) #true)
(check-expect (any-big? (cons 15 (cons 7 '()))) #true)
;; any-big? : ListOfNumbers -> Boolean
;; Determine whether lon has any fish >= 10 lbs
(define (any-big? lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) #false]
        [(cons? lon)
         (or (>= (first lon) 10)
             (any-big? (rest lon)))])
)

(check-expect (any-big? '()) #false)
(check-expect (any-big? (cons 5 '())) #false)
(check-expect (any-big? (cons 15 '())) #true)
(check-expect (any-big? (cons 15 (cons 7 '())))) #true)
Design a function `feed-all` that feeds every fish in an aquarium 1 lb of food.
;; feed-all : ListOfNumbers → ListOfNumbers
;; Feed every fish in lon 1lb of food
(define (feed-all lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) '()]
        [(cons? lon)
         (cons (+ 1 (first lon))
              (feed-all (rest lon)))]))

(check-expect (feed-all '()) '())
(check-expect (feed-all (cons 7 '())) (cons 8 '()))
(check-expect
  (feed-all (cons 7 (cons 9 (cons 11 (cons 17 '()))))))
  (cons 8 (cons 10 (cons 12 (cons 18 '())))))
Design a function **large-fish**, which removes every fish that is less than 5 lbs from an aquarium.
large-fish : ListOfNumbers -> ListOfNumbers
;; Keep only fish that are >= 5 lbs
(define (large-fish lon) lon)

(check-expect (large-fish '()) '())
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 4 '())) '())
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 7 '())))
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 7 '())))
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 4 (cons 7 '())))
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 7 (cons 4 '()))))
;; large-fish : ListOfNumbers -> ListOfNumbers
;; Keep only fish that are >= 5 lbs
(define (large-fish lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) ...]
        [(cons? lon)
         (... (first lon)
              ... (large-fish (rest lon)) ...)])

(check-expect (large-fish '()) '())
...
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 7 (cons 4 '())))
             (cons 7 '())))
;; large-fish : ListOfNumbers -> ListOfNumbers
;; Keep only fish that are >= 5 lbs
(define (large-fish lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) '()]
        [(cons? lon)
          (if (>= (first lon) 5)
              (cons (first lon)
                    (large-fish (rest lon)))
              (large-fish (rest lon)))]))

(check-expect (large-fish '()) '())
...
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 7 (cons 4 '())))
             (cons 7 '()))

When you have nested conditionals – cond or if – ask yourself if you can simplify.
;; large-fish : ListOfNumbers -> ListOfNumbers
;; Keep only fish that are >= 5 lbs
(define (large-fish lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) '()]
        [(>= (first lon) 5)
         (cons (first lon)
                (large-fish (rest lon)))]
        [else (large-fish (rest lon))])))

(check-expect (large-fish '()) '())
...
(check-expect (large-fish (cons 7 (cons 4 '())))
             (cons 7 '())))
Lists of positions
A `ListOfPosn` is either
- `'()`
- `(cons Posn ListOfPosn)`
A ListOfPosn is either
- '()
- (cons Posn ListOfPosn)
A ListOfPosn is either
- '()
- (cons Posn ListOfPosn)

Self-reference
;; A ListOfPosn is either
;; - ()  Self-reference
;; - (cons Posn ListOfPosn)

;; A Posn is
;; (make-posn Number Number)
A ListOfPosn is either
- '()
- (cons Posn ListOfPosn)

A Posn is
(make-posn Number Number)

ListOfPosn -> ...

(define (func-for-lop l)
  (cond [(empty? l) ...]
        [(cons? l) ...]))
A ListOfPosn is either
- '()
- (cons Posn ListOfPosn)

A Posn is
(make-posn Number Number)

ListOfPosn -> ...
(define (func-for-lop l)
  (cond [[(empty? l) ...]
          [(cons? l)
           (... (first l)
             ... (rest l) ...)])])
A ListOfPosn is either
- `'()`
- `(cons Posn ListOfPosn)`

A Posn is
`(make-posn Number Number)`

ListOfPosn -> ...

```
(define (func-for-lop l)
  (cond [(empty? l) (...)]
       [(cons? l) (... (first l)
                      ... (func-for-lop (rest l))
                      ...)])
```
A ListOfPosn is either
- '()
- (cons Posn ListOfPosn)

A Posn is
- (make-posn Number Number)

ListOfPosn -> ...
(define (func-for-lop l)
  (cond
   [(empty? l) ...]
   [(cons? l)
     (... (func-for-posn (first l))
         ... (func-for-lop (rest l))
         ...)])
)

Posn -> ...
(define (func-for-posn p)
  (... (posn-x p) ... (posn-y p) ...))
A ListOfPosn is either
- '()
- (cons Posn ListOfPosn)

A Posn is
(make-posn Number Number)

ListOfPosn -> ...
(define (func-for-lop l)
  (cond
   [(empty? l) ...]
   [(cons? l)
    (... (func-for-posn (first l))
    ... (func-for-lop (rest l))
    ...)])

Posn -> ...
(define (func-for-posn p)
  (... (posn-x p) ... (posn-y p) ...))
Design the function `flip-posns`, which flips the $x$ and $y$ parts of every `Posn` in a list of `Posns`.
;; flip-posns : ListOfPosns -> ListOfPosns
;; Flip every Posn over the diagonal
(define (flip-posns lop) lop)

(check-expect (flip-posns '()) '())
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 6 5) '()))
  (cons (make-posn 5 6) '()))
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 8 6)
  (cons (make-posn 25 2)
    '())))
  (cons (make-posn 6 8)
    (cons (make-posn 2 25)
      '()))
;; flip-posns : ListOfPosns -> ListOfPosns
;; Flip every Posn over the diagonal
(define flip-posns lop)
  (cond [[(empty? lop) ...]
    [(cons? lop)
      (... (flip-posn (first lop))
      ... (flip-posns (rest lop)) ...)])

;; flip-posn : Posn -> ...
;; Flip Posn p
(define flip-posn p)
  (... (posn-x p) ... (posn-y p) ...))

(check-expect (flip-posns '()) '())
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 6 5) '()))
  (cons (make-posn 5 6) '()))
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 8 6)
  (cons (make-posn 25 2)
    '()))
  (cons (make-posn 6 8)
    (cons (make-posn 2 25)
      '()))))
;; flip-posns : ListOfPosns -> ListOfPosns
;; Flip every Posn over the diagonal
(define (flip-posns lop)
  (cond
   [(empty? lop) '()]
   [(cons? lop)
     (cons (flip-posn (first lop))
     (flip-posns (rest lop)))])))

;; flip-posn : Posn -> ...
;; Flip Posn p
(define (flip-posn p)
  (... (posn-x p) ... (posn-y p) ...))

(check-expect (flip-posns '()) '())
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 6 5) '()))
  (cons (make-posn 5 6) '()))
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 8 6) (cons (make-posn 25 2)
  '())))
  (cons (make-posn 6 8)
  (cons (make-posn 2 25)
  '()))))
;; flip-posns : ListOfPosns -> ListOfPosns
;; Flip every Posn over the diagonal
(define (flip-posns lop)
  (cond [(empty? lop) '()]
        [(cons? lop)
         (cons (flip-posn (first lop))
               (flip-posns (rest lop)))]))

;; flip-posn : Posn -> ...
;; Flip Posn p
(define (flip-posn p)
  (make-posn (posn-y p) (posn-x p)))

(check-expect (flip-posns '()) '())
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 6 5) '())
  (cons (make-posn 5 6) '()))
(check-expect (flip-posns (cons (make-posn 8 6)
  (cons (make-posn 25 2) '()))
  (cons (make-posn 6 8)
    (cons (make-posn 2 25) '()))))
List of list-of-numbers
;; A ListOfLoN is either
;; - '()
;; - (cons ListOfNumbers ListOfLoN)
A ListOfLoN is either
- '()
- (cons ListOfNumbers ListOfLoN)
A `ListOfLoN` is either
- '()
- (cons `ListOfNumbers` `ListOfLoN`)

A `ListOfNumbers` is either
- '()
- '(())
- (cons `Number` `ListOfNumbers`)
- (cons `Number` `ListOfNumbers`)
;; A ListOfLoN is either
;; - '()
;; - (cons ListOfNumbers ListOfLoN)

;; A ListOfNumbers is either
;; - '()
;; - (cons Number ListOfNumbers)

Self-reference
Reference
Implement the function **sums**, which takes a list of list-of-numbers and produces a list of sums.
;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon) (cons 0 '()))

(check-expect (sums '()) '())
(check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
(check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                      (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                            (cons (cons 50 '())
                                  '()))))
                   (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '())))))
 ;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
 ;; Sum all the lists in lolon
 (define (sums lolon)
  (cond [[(empty? lolon) ...]
       [(cons? lolon)
        (... (first lolon)
        ... (sums (rest lolon)))]]))

 (check-expect (sums '()) '())
 (check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
 (check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                   (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                   (cons (cons 50 '())
                   '()))))
 (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '()))))
;;; sums : ListOfLoNs → ListOfNumbers
;;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond
   [(empty? lolon) ...]
   [(cons? lolon)
    (... (first lolon)
         ... (sums (rest lolon)))]))

(check-expect (sums '()) '())
(check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
(check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                      (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                           (cons (cons 50 '())
                                '()))))
                      (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '())))))
;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) ...]
        [(cons? lolon)
           (... (sum (first lolon))
                ... (sums (rest lolon)))]))

;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon) 0)

(check-expect (sums '()) '())
(check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
(check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                        (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                             (cons (cons 50 '())
                                  '()))))
                        (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '())))))

Natural recursion
;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) ...]
        [(cons? lolon) (... (sum (first lolon))
                        ... (sums (rest lolon)))]))

;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon) 0)

(check-expect (sums '()) '())
(check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
(check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                        (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                              (cons (cons 50 '())
                                    '()))))
              (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '()))))
;;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) ...]
        [(cons? lolon)
         (... (sum (first lolon))
              ... (sums (rest lolon)))]))

;;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon) 0)

(check-expect (sums '()) '())
(check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
(check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                     (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                     (cons (cons 50 '())
                          '()))))
                     (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '())))))

This is an entry in our wishlist; we’ll get back to writing it when we finish sums.
;;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) '()]
        [(cons? lolon)
         (cons (sum (first lolon))
               (sums (rest lolon)))]))

;;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon) 0)

(check-expect (sums '()) '())
(check-expect (sums (cons '() '())) (cons 0 '()))
(check-expect (sums (cons (cons 60 (cons 80 '()))
                        (cons (cons 70 (cons 40 '()))
                              (cons (cons 50 '()))
                        '()))
              (cons 140 (cons 110 (cons 50 '())))))
;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) '()]
        [(cons? lolon)
         (cons (sum (first lolon))
               (sums (rest lolon)))]))

;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon) 0)

(check-expect (sum '()) 0)
(check-expect (sum (cons 10 (cons 20 '()))) 30)
(check-expect (sums '()) '())
;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) '()] [(cons? lolon)
      (cons (sum (first lolon))
        (sums (rest lolon))))])

;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) ...] [(cons? lon)
      (... (first lon)
        ... (sum (rest lon)))]))

(check-expect (sum '()) 0)
(check-expect (sum (cons 10 (cons 20 '()))) 30)
(check-expect (sums '()) '())
...

;; sums : ListOfLoNs -> ListOfNumbers
;; Sum all the lists in lolon
(define (sums lolon)
  (cond [(empty? lolon) '()]
        [(cons? lolon)
           (cons (sum (first lolon))
                (sums (rest lolon)))]))

;; sum : ListOfNumbers -> Number
;; Add up the numbers in lon
(define (sum lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) 0]
        [(cons? lon)
           (+ (first lon)
              (sum (rest lon)))]))

(check-expect (sum '()) 0)
(check-expect (sum (cons 10 (cons 20 '()))) 30)
(check-expect (sums '()) '())
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